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Thank you so much ...
To everyone who has supported the Wine Masters Challenge - XIX World Wine Competition over
the years through their participation, our special and renewed thanks to producers, winemakers
and representatives of different wineries houses special attention to those who daily work the
land from sunrise to sunset to put this exceptional nectars competition from various parts of the
world.
After 260 years of the first demarcated region in the world, the Douro. Portugal returns to be
highlighted with creating the world of the Wine and Spirits Observatory, and its founder one of the
largest expert internationally wines, Antonio Jose da Silva, from 1990 edited the well-known
Menu Magazine among others and masterminded one of the largest wine competitions the "Wine
Masters Challenge - World Wine Competition," held annually in Estoril, the location for the
headquarters of this organization is to be analyzed.
The Wine Masters Challenge is the first competition in the world of wine to apply to join the "Wine
and Spirits World Observatory" independent body in the evaluation of different areas of the wine
world, this new institution and internationally that will establish a new and prestigious standard
both in exports of their products with the recognition of high quality, but also in the ongoing
assessment of merchant, fairs, wine exhibitions, enologists / winemakers accreditation, industry
journalist, technical publications, guides wineries, newspapers, magazines, specific regions,
enotecas , associations of different sectors.
The wine producers scattered throughout the world who in large numbers using Portuguese
grape varieties this competition is certainly the only specialized as large number of skilled
technicians, are Portuguese winemakers, who are represented on the international jury panel.
Even they are not interested in participating in this competition, but we are interested in being
informed of their new initiatives such as the publication of Pres reread, as well as new product
planning to launch in the international market.
Offer this Christmas a Voucher relating to the registration of one, two or five inscriptions, as a gift

